The concept of the C-space by F. Williams is generalized to the one defined on the category of higher homotopy associative //-spaces. This generalized concept is used to obtain the mod/? version of the torus theorem by J. Hubbuck.
H*(X;Z/2) = 0.
Beside the above theorem, Iriye and Kono [8, Th. 1.3 ] also showed that the mod 2 structure is essential for the homotopy commutative //-spaces. They proved that if p is an odd prime, then any /?-localized //-space admits a homotopy commutative multiplication.
In this paper we describe the odd prime version of The Torus Theorem. To do so we generalize the homotopy commutativity of //-spaces to the higher ones. The concept of the higher homotopy commutativity was first introduced by M. Sugawara [21] . He used it to give a criterion of a homotopy commutative //-space to be the loop space of an //-space. Later F. Williams [25] considered another type of higher In the above theorem, the condition C p cannot be relaxed to C p -\. In fact we show in §2 that the /7-localized odd sphere S^1 is a quasi Cp_i-space. Now Theorem 1.1 implies The Mod 2 Torus Theorem since a homotopy commutative //-space is a quasi C 2 -space (Proposition 2.3). Furthermore since the loop space of an //-space is a quasi CVspace for all n (Theorem 2.2), Theorem 1.1 implies the following theorem which was originally proved by Aguade and Smith.
THEOREM ([2]). Let X be a simply connected CW-complex with the finite mod/7 cohomology H*(X; Z/p) for an odd prime p. If X has a homotopy type of the loop space of an H-space, then H*(X;Z/p) = 0.
Recently McGibbon studied the higher homotopy commutativity of Sugawara type. Then he got the similar results to Theorem 1.1 under the assumption that X is a C^-space in the sense of Sugawara ([15, Th. 3] ). Since a C p -space in the sense of Sugawara is also a quasi Cp-space (cf. [15, Prop. 6] ), Theorem 1.1 generalizes his result. Now the explicit definition of the quasi C π -space is given in §2, and we state in Theorem 2.2 that our definition generalize Williams' one which is proved in §5. We also study the localized spheres as the examples in §2. Section 3 is for the preparation of the proof of our main theorem. We study the cohomology of the exterior A nspaces. Then we generalize BorePs result about the primitivity of the generators of the cohomology of homotopy associative //-spaces. We give the proof of our main theorem in §4.
This research was made while the author was visiting the University of California, San Diego. The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Jim Lin for his hospitality.
The author would also like to thank Chuck McGibbon for his helpful discussions.
2. Quasi Cj-spaces. In this section we define a quasi d-form on an ^4 n -space. We follow the techniques of Iwase [9] on ^-space.
Let X be an y^-space (n > 2) with the projective /-spaces XP{ί) (i < ή) (see §5 
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The above theorem is proved in §5. and Sfa admit no C 2 -forms. (4) Suppose that t divides p -1. Then by considering the homotopy group of X = S^" 1 , we can easily show that if it <p, then both.
XP(i) and (ΣX)i have the homotopy type of Sfa
Thus a quasi C n -foτm {<Pi}i< n is defined as the family of maps induced from the self maps of Sfy V V Sfy which have degree 7! on Next suppose to the contrary that X has an ^-form admitting a C rt +i-form. It is well known that the cohomology H*(XP(i) Z/p) is a truncated polynomial algebra of height i+ί generated by a single generator of dimension It: . Let X be a simply connected A n -space with multiplication μ: X x X -> X. Suppose that the mod/? cohomology of X is generated by finitely many odd dimensional generators:
..,**), dim*/: odd.
Then we prove the following theorem which is a generalization of [3, Th. 6.6]: Proof. The case of n = 3 is due to [3, Th. 6.6] since the theorem in this case is demanding that x i9 1 < / < k, are primitive. Thus we assume that n > 3 and x t ?, ί <i <k, are primitive. Proof. Since {.*/} are in the image of σ~ιι\ ι* by Theorem 3.2, (l)-(3) can be proved by the standard method (cf. [9] ). Furthermore βi is essentially induced from a map defined on a space homeomorphic to ΣtXW+V. Thus we have DH* (XP(i) Proof. It is enough to prove that
where P denotes the primitive module. In fact the lowest dimensional nonzero square in H*(X) is even dimensional primitive. Thus (4.2) implies the proposition by [11] . Now suppose to the contrary that PH 2n (X) φ 0 for some n. We choose n as the greatest such n. Take a nonzero x € PH 2n (X). Since x is primitive we have a class y e H 2n+ι (XP(2)) with σ-ι i\{y)=x. by (4.4) and (4.5). These show that z represents an even dimensional nonzero class in E^* since t; 2 Sq 1 = 0. Thus we have a nonzero square in E^** by Milnor-Moore [17] . On the other hand, according to [11] H*(X) has no even dimensional generators. Furthermore, the square of an odd dimensional class is in the image of Sq 1 . Thus E%' * is an exterior algebra, and we have a contradiction. This proves (4.2), and the proposition is proved. α REMARK 4.6. If we assume that the multiplication of X is homotopy associative, in addition, a similar result to the above proposition can also be proved for an odd prime p. But this case was already proved by [4, Cor. 8.9 ] using Proposition 2.3.
Let X be the v4 n -space in §3. We use the notation T(t) for T t+ι \y(t)i.
. y{t)k\ for simplicity. Then Theorem 3.5 implies
H*(XP(t))9£T(t)θS(t).
Furthermore we assume that X has a quasi C m -form Then we prove the following 
e DT(i -1). Take d" e DT(i) with i^d" = d', and put
Then since ι*_ x θz f = 0, we have that
for some υ e PH*{X)® 11 . Now let (ΣX) [i] denote the fat wedge, i.e.,
(ΣX)
[i] = {(xi,..., Xi) e {ΣXγ \xj = * for at least one j} . . This is a contradiction, and the theorem is proved. D
As was shown in §2, S?lΓ ι has an A p -\-form which admits a quasi Cp_i-form. However, this v4 p _i-form cannot be extended to an Λx>-form. Thus to show that our main theorem is the best possible, we have to find an example of a simply connected Aoo -space with nontrivial finite mod/7 cohomology which admits a C p _i-form for each odd prime p. McGibbon [14] showed that Sp(2)(3) is one of such examples for p = 3. For p > 3 the author does not know such examples. But it seems to be reasonable to conjecture that the space B\{P)(P) 9 which is a 5^-bundle over *S^+ 1 , is an A^-space admitting a Cp-i-form. In fact Sp(2) (3) has the homotopy type of Bι(3)@), and Bχ{p)(p) is an ^-space for any odd prime p ([5, Th. 1]).
Proof of Theorem 2.2.
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2. First we prepare some known facts.
Let n denote the set {1, 2,... , n} for any positive integer n. Then a partition of n is a sequence of nonempty disjoint subsets of n, a = (A\,... , A k ), with |J z w4 z = n. We call the sequence (#Aχ,... , #A k ) the type of α, where # denotes the cardinality. A partition a = (Aγ,... , A k ) of n of type (n\, ... , n k ) defines a shuffle τ of type (m , ... , n k ) by A t = {τ(n x + + n, _i + 1), ... , τ{n\ H h Πi)}. Here a shuffle of type {m\, ... , m t ) is a class /> in &{m\ + "' + m t ) so that />(/) < p(i +1) if mi + + m 7 + 1 < i < m\Λ h m ;+ i for some j < t. By this correspondence we consider any partition of n as an element in <S?{n). In particular, all partitions of n of type (1, ... , 1) correspond to the elements in S^{n) bijectively.
Let C{n -1) be the convex hull of {τ(s n ) \ τ e c5^(n)}, where s n = (1, 2,...,«) e R n , and τ acts on R n by τ(x { ,..., x n ) = ( χ τ~ιn) > -m ' x τ-\n)} Then C(n -1) is an n -1 dimensional cell complex whose faces correspond to the partitions of n bijectively (see [25] ). Thus we also identify a partition a = (A\,... , A k ) of n with the inclusion of the corresponding face, a: C a -> C(n -1), where C a = C{#A X -1) x x C{#A k -1). Let a = (A\ 9 ... 9 A k ) be a partition of n of type (n\, ... , n k ) . Then for any t with 0 < t < k we define a partition α* = (2?i, ... , 
